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Abstract. I present a vision of a university in which each of the departments is based on

having solved a paradox (especially for those who think that philosophers on here lack vision,

in a grand sense!). I do so imitating a notable modernist writer, apologies for any political

incorrectness.
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Paradox University was a place where people came to be clever. But you could only

be clever if you were cleverer than other people, and so Paradox University was located in an

anonymous town full of people without intelligence, imagination, wit, fancy, humour, and

even mere joking. The first department of Paradox University was the Department of

Creative Writing. It was set up by Cosmima the Cosmic Scribe. She thought to herself,

“What’s so special about creative writing? Should it not also be taught?” Then she

encountered a paradox. Only economists would apply to the creative writing department. And

you cannot be an economist and be creative. Everyone knows that. Also everyone knows that

you cannot teach a person to be creative. When Cosmima solved this paradox to her

satisfaction, she founded a department.

The second department to be founded was the Anthropology Department. Because

how could you do fieldwork for one year and understand a people? You could do fieldwork

amongst the brown people, the yellow people, the grey people. – still one year is not long

enough. When Lady Malinowski solved this paradox, she too founded a department.

Then a third department appeared: the Politics department. A department must be

scientific but once you have understood politics, you learn to lie and cheat and use misleading
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rhetoric. Nobody knew if the Politics department solved this paradox, but they loudly said

that they did, which convinced some people.
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